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Tour Itinerary

Day 1:- Arrive in Kansai

Arrive at KIX/ITM Airport. Transfer to hotel with English speaking assistant.

Day 2:- Kyoto

After breakfast, proceed full day tour of Kyoto, visiting Kiyomizu Temple, Sanjusangendo, and Tea Ceremony Experience.

Breakfast

Day 3:- Kyoto

After breakfast, continue full tour of Kyoto, visiting Kinkakuji (Golden Pavilion), Arashiyama Bamboo Street, Tenryuji Tample,
and Monkey Park Iwatayama.

Breakfast

Day 4:- Kyoto - Hiroshima

After breakfast, take bullet train back to Hiroshima. Then, continue tour of Hiroshima, visiting Peace Memorial Park and
Museum. Oriduru Tower, and Okonomiyaki Making Experience.

Breakfast

Day 5:- Hiroshima - Miyajima

After breakfast, take local train to Miyajima. Then transfer to Itsukushima Shrine and experience Momiji Manju Making.

Breakfast



Day 6:- Miyajima - Osaka

After breakfast, transfer to Osaka. Proceed tour with visiting Osaka Castle, Umeda Sky Building, Kurimon Ichiba Market, then
transfer to Dotonbori.

Breakfast

Day 7:- Departure from Kansai

After breakfast, free at your own leisure until pick up transfer to KIX/ITM Airport with English speaking assistant for your
departure home.

Breakfast

What's included

Destination: Japan
Departure Location: Kyoto
Return Location: Kyoto
Price includes:

● ~6 nights accommodation.
● ~Meals as per itinerary.
● ~Private transfer/public transportation as specified in the itinerary.
● ~Bullet train (Shinkansen) and Express train - tourist class reserved seat and

local train.
● ~Admission fee in the itinerary.
● ~English speaking guide/assistant.

Price does not include:
● ~Returns flight tickets and airport taxes.
● ~Travel insurance.
● ~Japan Visa (if any)
● ~ Others not mentioned.
● ~ Personal expenses

Explore the world with our specially curated travel programs and arrangements. Sedunia Travel specializes in fully personalized
travel arrangements to suit each traveling style whether it is Traveling in Group with Like-Minded People with Exclusive Private
Arrangements or even Independent Adventures for those wanting to head off the beaten path and explore. Choose from one of
our tried and tested classic itineraries or reach out to us to put together a fully tailor-made experience.
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